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Subject Topics to be
covered

Key Learning

Preparation for Language
Paper 1, Section A: creative
writing

‘Relationships’ anthology
poetry

Students will be using their study of Literature texts and unseen
extracts as a starting point for their own creative writing. We will be
exploring how writers structure narratives and craft language for
impact and how students can emulate these techniques in their own
writing. We will be using a range of images as stimulus.

Later in the half term, students will begin their study of poems from the
‘Relationships’ cluster of the Edexcel anthology. We will be looking at
a range of poetic techniques that writers use to depict different kinds
of relationships,from romantic love to parental responsibility.

Pre-exposure homework 1. Visit https://www.pobble365.com/ and use the images and
questions to practice generating ideas for descriptive writing
tasks.

2. Visit
https://www.dailywritingtips.com/using-writing-bursts-to-generat
e-ideas-and-enthusiasm/ and spend 10 minutes having a go at
the ‘writing bursts.’

3. Read as much fiction as possible and consider the ways
writers use language to engage readers.

Higher tier Key learning: For full details please look in the specification at
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300 and search for the code below.

Quadratic Equations and
Rearranging Formulae

A4, A5

Volume R12, G16, G17, N8

https://www.pobble365.com/
https://www.dailywritingtips.com/using-writing-bursts-to-generate-ideas-and-enthusiasm/
https://www.dailywritingtips.com/using-writing-bursts-to-generate-ideas-and-enthusiasm/
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300


Pre-exposure homework Have a look on the topics listed above on MyMaths and see what you
can teach yourself prior to covering them in lessons.

Foundation Tier Key learning: For full details please look in the specification at
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300 and search for the code below.

Further circumference and
area

G9, G17, G18, N8

Properties of Polygons G3, G4

Pre-exposure homework Have a look on the topics listed above on MyMaths and see what you
can teach yourself prior to covering them in lessons.

Topic 4
Natural Selection and
Genetics Modification

● What is the evidence of human Evolution?
● How does Natural Selection occur?
● How are organisms classified?
● How is tissue culture carried out?
● What is genetic modification and how does it relate to

agriculture?
Pre-exposure homework 1. Read the article

http://www.bbc.co.uk/earth/story/20150803-how-do-we-know-e
volution-is-real.

2. Make a list of evidence for evolution.
3. Research the process of genetic modification.

a. Draw a picture to represent it.
b. Ask people at home what their opinions of genetic

modification are.

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/mathematics/gcse/mathematics-8300
http://www.bbc.co.uk/earth/story/20150803-how-do-we-know-evolution-is-real
http://www.bbc.co.uk/earth/story/20150803-how-do-we-know-evolution-is-real
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C13 Transition metals, Alloys
and Corrosion

In this topic you will learn:
● Where are the transition metals found in the periodic table?
● Why do metals corrode?
● How can the surface of iron be protected from rusting?
● What is ‘sacrificial protection’?

Pre-exposure homework 1. Watch the fuse school video on Transition Metals.
a. What are their properties?
b. Where are they found in the periodic table?

Edexcel GCSE (9-1)

P2 Forces & Motion

● How do Newton’s Ideas about forces and motion help us
understand everyday citations

● The key difference between mass and weight
● What is terminal velocity and why objects cannot go faster
● How to calculate reaction time and stopping distances
● How car cars designed to keep us safe
● How momentum and large decelerations affect us in collisions

Pre-exposure homework 1. Visit the BBC Bite Size website.
a. Spend 20-30mins finding out about Newton's

Laws.https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqs47p3/re
vision/1

b. Revise the difference between vector and scalar
quantities from P1.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqs47p3/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqs47p3/revision/1


KS4 COMBINED SCIENCE

Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Combined Science

CB6 Natural Selection and
Genetics Modification

● Photosynthesis and how different factors affect its rate
● How the rate of water uptake by a plant is affected by different

factors
● How the reactants for and products of photosynthesis are

transported
● Plant specialised cells (palisade, root hair, xylem and phloem

cells)
Pre-exposure homework Watch this video on YouTube to prepare you for your continued

study of Photosynthesis - Photosynthesis (9:33min long)

Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Combined Science

CC11 Obtaining and using
metals
CC12 Reversible reactions
and equilibria

● How are metals extracted?
● What are the advantages of recycling metals?
● What is life cycle assessment of products?
● Explain what happens during electrolysis and electroplating.
● What is meant by equilibria in chemical reactions?
● What is the Haber process?
● How are reactions represented by half equations?

Pre-exposure Homework 1. Find and watch the YouTube video ‘Ammonia’ Royal Society of
Chemistry (4:34mins) to prepare you for your study of
equilibrium.

Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Combined Science

CP1 Motion

● What is the difference between vectors & scalars?
● How do you calculate speed and velocity?
● How do you represent journeys on distance/time and

speed/time graphs?
● How do you calculate speed, acceleration and distance

travelled?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xEhvsXG8cNs
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Pre-exposure Homework Go on YouTube and watch the following videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OijJ4EtTBi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NhnaKToP1I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MLH-9W0oxQ

Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Combined Science

CP2 Forces & Motion

● How do Newton’s Ideas about forces and motion help us
understand everyday citations

● The key difference between mass and weight
● What is terminal velocity and why objects cannot go faster
● How to calculate reaction time and stopping distances
● How car cars designed to keep us safe
● How momentum and large decelerations affect us in collisions

Pre-exposure homework 1. Visit the BBC Bite Size website.
a. Spend 20-30mins finding out about Newton's

Laws.https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqs47p3/re
vision/1

b. Revise the difference between vector and scalar
quantities from CP1

Unit 3
Black & white illustration

All students will:
● research and analyse the work of a range of Artists and

illustrators who create Black & white outcomes.
● Visually respond to a range of inspiring text.
● continue to explore drawing to create experimental sketchbook

responses.
● Develop a final outcome inspired by your chosen text.

Pre-exposure homework Begin to collect images that reflect your favorite song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OijJ4EtTBi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NhnaKToP1I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MLH-9W0oxQ
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqs47p3/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqs47p3/revision/1


CAMBRIDGE NATIONAL
ENTERPRISE AND MARKETING

R065 Design a Business
Proposal

(Project worth 25% of overall
GCSE)

Complete tasks 2 & 3

Students will complete project task 2 by drawing together what they
have learned from their four methods of market research:

1. Customer questionnaire - primary research
2. Customer interview - primary research
3. Competitor websites - secondary research
4. Industry statistics - secondary research

Students will then complete task three which is to draft three potential
designs for their product based on their research.

Depending on the level of progress made during this half term
students will then begin task 4.

Task 4: Develop a proposal for a business challenge (6 marks)

Pre-exposure homework Students should review their draft designs in light of their market
research and decide which of their products best meets the needs of
their target customers.
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Complete the second unit
then move onto the third.

Unit 3: People

Students will learn why businesses need people and how businesses
develop their workforce.  The core topics are as follows:

● The role of human resources
● Organisational structures and different ways of working
● Communication in business
● Recruitment and selection
● Motivation and retention
● Training and development
● Employment law

Pre-exposure homework 1. Interview a member of your family or someone who has a job.
2. Find out how that person got the job, how they applied, what

happened during the interview, what questions were they
asked etc.

3. Get some advice from the person in employment as to what
they feel employers find important when recruiting.

DT GCSE Material Focus: Metals and
Timbers

Wooden storage ● Manufacturing the Wooden storage.
● Planning for manufacture
● Evaluation.

Pre-exposure homework 1. What does the word amplification mean?
2. What are sound waves?
3. What makes them stop?



HOSPITALITY & CATERING ‘WJEC’

UNIT1- Exam
L02: Operation of the
Kitchen

UNIT 2 NEA:
continue as above

Students will focus on the exam content of the following topics:
● kitchen equipment
● front of house- operational activities
● stock control
● customer requirements

Students will focus their theory and practical tasks on protein foods
such as fish and meat, to understand the relationship between diet
and health.

To be able to apply and demonstrate  an understanding of handling,
storing and cooking meat and fish to prevent food poisoning.

Some practical outcomes will be chicken goujons, fish pie and burgers
Pre-exposure homework 1. Research the 4 types of fresh fish cuts, naming suitable fish for

each type.
a. Explain how to prepare each cut.

Free-time Students will practise exam skills in speaking, writing, reading and
listening based on the topic of technology to consolidate the language
they have been learning and put it into practice. They will receive an
end of term assessment of these skills.

Pre-exposure homework 1. Without looking in your book try to write 90 words about
technology, using the past, present, and future tenses.

2. If you know other complex language or tenses then include
them

3. Extension: aim for 150 words, then highlight all verbs and
check endings for accuracy
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Ecosystems Tropical rainforests show a range of distinguishing features. Tropical
Rainforest ecosystems provide a range of goods and services some
of which are under threat.
Deciduous woodlands show a range of distinguishing features.
Deciduous Woodlands ecosystems provide a range of goods and
services some of which are under threat.

Pre-exposure homework 1. Visit the bbc bitesize website to identify key features of the
Tropical Rainforest
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zscsmnb/revision

2. Explain why the Deciduous Woodland is under threat -
produce a mind map to show this

Customs and Festivals Students will learn about a variety of customs/festivals in the German
speaking world. The focus will be discussing events and traditions in
the past tense. Students will learn the formation of the past tenses
and  develop their skills for the photo card element of the speaking
exam.

Pre-exposure homework 1. www.quizlet.com- sign up to quizlet using your email address
and create a quiz with the vocabulary you have learnt from the
topics studied so far. You can also download this as an app if
you wish. Use your quiz to revise the new vocabulary.

2. Research a festival in Germany.  When does it happen? What
are the details? Make notes in the back of your book.

Chocolate Project
Vacuum forming The wooden
mould.

Students will design, using isometric and manufacture a wooden
chocolate mould for their new product. This will then be vacuum
formed ready to simulate mass produced chocolate manufacture.

Pre-exposure homework 1. What is injection moulding and how is it different to vacuum
forming?

2. Which process s best and why?

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zscsmnb/revision


Elizabethan England
c1568- 1603. Life in
Elizabethan times.

Students will continue to develop an understanding of Elizabethan
times, looking at key issues and developments of the time, such as
poverty and Elizabethan exploration.. AQA question techniques will
continue to be developed, both in relation to source analysis question
types and those that require the recall of information

Pre-exposure homework 1. Why were people so fearful of poverty during Elizabethan
times? Research how the Elizabethans viewed poverty and
compare it to modern views on poverty.

2. Who was Sir Francis Drake? Why is he remembered as a
historically significant figure? Create a character profile of Sir
Fancis Drake.

User Interface Design Understand the design principles used when planning a user interface

Pre-exposure homework 1. Read about User interface design using the following articles:
a. https://trydesignlab.com/blog/ms-dos-material-design-hi

story-user-interfaces/
b. https://trydesignlab.com/blog/how-to-get-started-user-in

terface-ui-design/
Film Promotion

Music Video

Continuing  with work from first half term – Film Promotion ‘Spectre’

Preparation for Component 2 Section B of the second GSCE exam

Study of set topics
Music Industry – Taylor Swift (Bad Blood) and Pharrell Williams
(Freedom), Duran Duran (Rio)

Detailed study of music through focusing on two contemporary music
videos and the online, social and participatory media surrounding the
artists.

https://trydesignlab.com/blog/ms-dos-material-design-history-user-interfaces/
https://trydesignlab.com/blog/ms-dos-material-design-history-user-interfaces/
https://trydesignlab.com/blog/how-to-get-started-user-interface-ui-design/
https://trydesignlab.com/blog/how-to-get-started-user-interface-ui-design/
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Students will also study one music video from the past to enable
learners to develop their understanding of media language and of how
representations reflect, and are influenced by, relevant contexts.

Pre-exposure homework 1. Critically watch lots of music videos and visit linked music
websites, paying attention to codes and conventions, generic
styles, narrative structure, representation of artists, target
audience, role of websites/social media etc in music
promotion.

Composing

Listening

Performing

Complete first composition  - Free, ready for assessment at the end of
term

Analysis of third set work - ‘Release’ by Afro Celt sound System.
Introduction of Wider Listening.

Students can add to the recordings during this half term if they have
pieces ready, but lesson time will concentrate on Composition and
Listening.

Pre-exposure homework Wider Listening relating to Set Works
Component 2 and 3: Component 3- Students will continue to practice written questions and

study Live theatre to allow them to show understanding of Arthur
Miller's The Crucible and live performances through analysis and
evaluation. exploration of stage design, acting and directing will allow
students to gain a greater understanding.

Component 2 - Students are to start to explore texts of their choosing
to allow them to work on character development through monologue
performances.

Pre-exposure homework 1. Research key Drama practitioners such as Stanislavski, Brecht
and Artaud gaining an understanding of their practical
influences.



2. View Peter Pan on National Theatre, all students have remote
logins.

3. Re-read the Crucible to allow students to gain further
understanding of the play.

4. Watch The Crucible on Digital Theatre + All students have a
group login.

Girls
Making Informed decisions
about a fit and healthy
lifestyle

Boys follow  football and
fitness units

Choosing pathways for Learning. Students will begin to discuss with
staff how they see their pathway for learning developing. Peer leaders
help in the construction of two pathways from which students will
choose the one most appropriate for them.

Developing the game further, examining different roles within the
team, developing tactics, identifying strengths and weaknesses and
suggesting ways to improve. Providing opportunity for
peer/self-assessment

Technology Students will practise exam skills in speaking, writing, reading and
listening based on the topic of technology to consolidate the language
they have been learning and put it into practice. They will receive an
end of term assessment of these skills.

Pre-exposure homework
1. Without looking in your book try to write 90 words about

technology, using the past, present, and future tenses.
2. If you know other complex language or tenses then include

them
3. Extension: aim for 150 words, then highlight all verbs and

check endings for accuracy
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AQA GCSE: Buddhist -
Practices

Students will be learning how Buddhists practise their religion through
worship, festivals and ceremonies. At the start of term students will begin
by looking at what you can find within a Buddhist temple and then they
will move on to look at different forms of meditation.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Design a glossary that includes all of the key terms within this
topic. Use bbc bitesize to help -
https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/topics/z3b76fr

2. Compare at least two key practices in Buddhism with any two
from Christian practices [e.g. worship or festivals].

3. Take a virtual tour on YouTube of a Buddhist temple.
Theory
Principles of training

Practical Coursework
Groups will cover those
activities not already
assessed

Applied anatomy and physiology - Cardiovascular; Respiratory;
Musculoskeletal.
Aerobic and anaerobic exercise

Badminton or table tennis continued

Pre-exposure
homework

1. How does aerobic exercise differ from anaerobic?
2. Identify 2 sports that require either aerobic or anaerobic fitness?
3. Can you identify which training methods would develop either

form of fitness?
Year 10 Cambridge Nationals

(Vocational)
Theory
Introduce New Unit:
Leadership in sport

Practical Coursework

● Begin the new Unit and examine the theory about the qualities of
a good sport leader.

● Provide opportunities to take on leadership roles within lessons.
● Plan for a year 6 transition sports day

Badminton  continued
Pre-exposure
homework

1. Identify 2 famous leaders in sport; one should be a captain and
the other a coach/manager

2. What makes them stand out as excellent leaders?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/topics/z3b76fr
https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/topics/z3b76fr


3. Can these characteristics be taught?

Healthy Eating and
reasons for looking after
yourself.

Knowledge of
● Health diet and lifestyle
● Why staying healthy in body and mind is important
● How to stay healthy

Skills:
● Making good choices.
● Practical cooking.
● Literacy and numeracy skills.
● Effective peer support.
● Research
● Discussion
● Effective planning

Teamwork

Presentation

Digital Skills

The aim of this unit is to help the learner develop team working skills, by
understanding the values, roles and procedures of teams and being able
to work with others towards achieving shared objectives.

The aim of this unit is to support the learner to develop their
understanding of the benefits and different purposes presentations have,
as well as develop the skills needed to give a presentation. The unit
requires the learner to prepare, deliver and review their own
presentation.

The aim of this unit is to ensure learners are confident in using their
digital skills to find, present and share information, are aware of the
wider uses digital skills have within a workplace and understand some of
the implications to using technology as a form of communication, both
positive and negative.
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Focused Practical
Task 3

Students will continue to develop skills and confidence in using the
sewing machine and additional specialist equipment including the over
locker. Demonstrating a wider range of skills around shaping of a
garment eg. darts, pleats, gathers, buttonholes etc
Students will apply this knowledge and understanding to design and
make tasks.
To gain an understanding of environmental issues and the impact it has
on the fashion industry. Students will research, design and manufacture
a decorative textile accessory using recycled materials.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Look at ‘BBCiWonder’ archive articles on the internet, find an
article about fashion/ textiles.

2. Read it and write a review of your findings.
3. How could you add this into your NEA research?

In-Depth Material
Knowledge Specialism:
Unit 5

Papers, Timbers, Metals,
Polymers,
Textiles-Electronics
Working With Material Op

● Know and understand the commercial stock forms, types and
sizes of timber based materials and components in order to
calculate quantities

● Be aware of school based cutting, forming and processing
techniques, tools and equipment

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrnmemyLuPg and
http://www.technologystudent.com/pdf15/stock_forms1.pdf

2. Visit www.technologystudent.com and complete the worksheet :
a. http://www.technologystudent.com/pdf11/rev_stk1.pdf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrnmemyLuPg
http://www.technologystudent.com/pdf15/stock_forms1.pdf
http://www.technologystudent.com
http://www.technologystudent.com/pdf11/rev_stk1.pdf

